
 



The decade of the 1860s was Ingersoll, Ontario’s sweet spot in history. 

Economically its local (definitely not “lo-cal”!) cheese-making reputation would be 

celebrated in a mammoth 7,300 pound block of cheese made at the James Harris 

Cheese Factory in 1866 and eventually displayed at Toronto’s major fair, and then 

in the United States (Saratoga, New York) before being shipped by boat for 

display in England and Europe. The cheese in turn inspired a celebratory ode from 

Ingersoll’s Scottish-born poet laureate James McIntyre. The poem “Ode on the 

Mammoth Cheese” and poet  McIntyre are today celebrated for less than 

complimentary reasons as bad or, perhaps to be somewhat kinder, as “outsider” 

exemplars of the art. Even the most disdainful however generally award McIntyre 

full marks for his attempt at memorable if “cheesy” versifying. The ode begins: 

We have seen thee, queen of cheese, 
Lying quietly at your ease, 
Gently fanned by evening breeze, 
Thy fair form no flies dare seize. 
 
Baseball claimed a place of prominence throughout the 1860s beginning with its 
newspaper the Ingersoll Chronicle and County of Oxford Intelligencer confirming 
the town’s participation in what the New York Clipper had described as a fully 
realized but soon to be extinct modern Canadian game of baseball. Throughout  



the decade Ingersoll would gradually adjust to the game’s new rules, making its 



way to a brief Canadian ascendancy. 
 
In 1867, playing at a level below their real quality, Ingersoll’s baseball team the 
Victorias, whom the Detroit Free Press called the “hard fisted laboring men”, won 

first prize in the third class division of 
Detroit’s well publicized baseball 
tournament. They went home with 
“One hundred dollars in greenbacks” 
and a gold-mounted rosewood bat 
valued at $75 presented to captain 
William Hearn. 

 
By year-end the team, 
descendants of the 
town’s original Rough 
and Ready club, were 
honoured locally with a 
splashy set of uniforms 
in which, next year, they 
became Canadian 
baseball title-holders. It 
was a very brief reign, 



alongside of which the 1907 triumph by another small town, Kenora (then Rat 
Portage) Ontario in hockey’s Stanley Cup, provided at least a few months of 
ascendant glory. Ingersoll’s baseball acclaim lasted less than two weeks, but what 
a joyous occasion it was, topped by what passed in 1868 for big headlines in the 
Chronicle, along with a concert, and quite possibly the appearance of the town’s 
renowned poet. Two of his later poems mention baseball so he was not immune 
to its community impact. 



 
Ingersoll’s baseball story is one with its nearby neighbour and rival Woodstock, 

Ontario and the village generally equidistant between them … Beachville.  

As for the cheese, on arrival in England it was purchased by a Liverpool merchant, 

cut up into bite-sized pieces, and sold locally, never to return to its hometown in 

Oxford County. 
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